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Solo didjeridoo invoking the Sacred in all life; perfect for shamanic work, healing sessions, meditation and

journeys of all kinds. 5 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Meditation, NEW AGE: New Age Details: About this

project: "This project is a Dream made real for me. The didgeridoo has brought so much healing and

insight to me. I wanted to offer for others the opportunity to feel the didgeridoo for themselves, not just

hearing the sounds but really feeling them. The last track, Heartbeating Peace, has a great story behind

it. On the day before we recorded the basic tracks for this CD, a successful classical bassist had done

some recording in the same studio and had left his special mic for accurately capturing very low

frequencies. We used this mic on some of the recording of the didgeridoo. And then later, at the end of

the session, the idea came to place this mic right at my heart center. When the engineer got it so that the

mic and studio electronics could pick up my heartbeat, I entered a meditation that connects one, quite

powerfully, with the force of love shared by all inhabitants of Mother Earth. For 5 minutes I think, we

recorded the heartbeat which then went through some sound filters to bring out just the sound/feeling of

the beating heart. I'm very happy with the final result." From the CD: didgeridoo is a celebration of life! As

the ancient drones of the didgeridoo are felt in the body, we drop into a state of vibratory oneness. From

this place, we are birthed into a realm of complete freedom and limitlessness. All time and space are

woven by the Dreamer into infinite reflections of Spirit. Answers, healings and profound visions lay waiting

to be dreamed up. "Open again to what you've always known. Drop higher into your deeper experience of

worlds beyond this one. Reserve quiet time and be clear on your intention. Love yourself beyond

measure into spaces of eternal joy and peace. Remember into the future we are creating. . . . It is time."

About Adam: Adam Gainsburg is an intuitive healer and sacred marriage astrologer. His work empowers

the cellular experience of oneness. He offers private sessions and group shamanic journeys with the
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Aboriginal didjeridoo that connects us more deeply with the waves of energetic movement coursing

through the Earth. When the deep, primal sounds of the Didgeridoo enter our bodies, we experience a

profound unification. Much insight and healing is possible in this place. "Every time I listen to Adam play

the Didgeridoo he sends me to another galaxy. I always feel so honored when I hear Adam play. He puts

his whole heart, mind and body into playing." - John Friend, founder of Anusara Yoga
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